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Abstract 

Character animation is an important research field of computer animation and virtual 
reality technology. In recent years, along with the animation production and the movie 
special effect industry vigorous development, as well as the modern medicine to the 
surgery simulation unceasingly thorough research. Animation for the physical reality of 
the increasingly demanding. Therefore, the design and production of character 
animation has received the attention of a large number of researchers and developed 
into a multidisciplinary and technical integrated field, it based on computer graphics and 
involves design of image processing technology, motion control principles, video 
technology, art, visual psychology, robotics, artificial intelligence, etc... The core of this 
paper is the composition method of character animation. It introduces the composition 
method of different character animation, how to produce the animation with high reality 
and accord with motion law. And make a comparison of the methods, find out the 
advantages and disadvantages, combined with the actual needs, the future in-depth 
research direction and issues. 
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1. Introduction 

Character animation is one of the key problems in the field of computer animation. Its research goal 

is to generate the corresponding motion sequence quickly and effectively according to the character’s 

own attribute, environment, motion target and other constraints. In recent years, with the rapid 

development of computer animation, character animation has been widely used in medicine, 

education, military, entertainment and many other fields. Compared with other methods, physics-

based character animation has become the focus of researchers in recent years because of its ability 

to generate natural motion segments. 

Physics-based character animation is not nearly as popular as passive simulation of phenomena such 

as fluids. Simulating human and animal motion remains a challenging issue. The motion of character 
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animation is a kind of non-linear motion [1], which depends on calculating the force distance between 

joints to control the motion of character [2]. There are few ways to perfectly simulate real life 

movements in a variety of ways. Humans are good at performing skills, but it can be difficult to 

articulate the internal strategies behind such skills, turning these skills into controllers is even more 
challenging [42]. But in recent years, with the rapid development of computer technology, computer 

animation has gradually become a multi-disciplinary and multi-technology gathering field, and 

various specialized technologies have emerged as the Times require, in particular, recent advances in 

artificial intelligence technology have brought new solutions to character animation [3, 41-42]. 

There are many research institutions, such as the Carnegie Mellon University, the University of 

Washington, the University of British Columbia, the University of Toronto, McGill University, 

Institute of Computing Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, etc. has conducted long-term 

research on the synthesis technology of character animation, and has made some valuable 

achievements, as well as some game companies, such as Ubisoft3, EPIC, Unity Technologies, etc. , 

some ground-breaking results have also been achieved in this regard. These results have been 

published in international conferences such as Pacific Graphics, ACM Siggraph, SCA and IEEE 

Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics, Computer Graphic Forum, The Visual 

Computer.  

The main purpose of this paper is to sort out and introduce the existing physical-based character 

animation synthesis methods, classify and compare the synthesis methods according to different 

principles, and point out the advantages and disadvantages of each method, find the technical 

difficulties of physical character animation synthesis, put forward some feasible solutions, and predict 

the future development direction. In addition, this paper will introduce the intelligent learning which 

is widely used in the optimization of various methods in recent years, and analyze how the intelligent 

learning plays in the traditional methods.  

2. Phsics-Based Character Animation Synthesis Method 

Table 1. Phsics-Based Character Animation Synthesis 

Methods 
 

Principle Difficulty Solution 

Trajectory planning biomechanics. 
Real time control 

computing 

Fragment segmentation. 

Simplified model 

Dynamic constrained 
optimization control 

Optimal control 
optimization 

model 

Reference character posture 

Reference character 
movement method 

Low dimensional physical 

model 
inverted pendulum Motion data 

Motion Capture 
Equilibrium control 

Law of biomechanics 

Finite 

state 
machine controller 

Classical control theory 

Set the controller 

Adjusting 

parameter 
moves like 

machine 

SIMBICON controller 

Automatic switch of 
controller 

Data 

driven 

Physical equation of 

motion 
Data inconsistency 

Tracking motion capture data 

Predictive motion 

Dynamic filtration Sports database Natural Truth. 
Dynamic constraint 

Motion Capture 

Statistical model 
Low dimensional 

statistical model 

Data is ambiguous 

Hard interactive 

control 

Dimensionality reduction 

Statistical Models 

The core of physics-based character animation is to calculate the joint force distance and drive the 
motion of the character. Historically, the key challenge in achieving physics-based features has been 

to produce a self-balancing controller that is robust, capable of producing realistic action, and 
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adaptable enough, able to maintain control in all possible situations [44-45]. There is a classic scheme, 

the trajectory planning method, through the role of scheduled trajectory optimization to obtain the 

optimal scheme. In recent years, with the development of computer technology, traditional methods 

and new techniques have gradually merged, there are many new methods of character animation 
synthesis. In this paper, by comparing and classifying the commonly used animation synthesis 

techniques in recent years, the commonly used physics-based character animation synthesis methods 

are divided into 7 categories in table 1. In the tables, the principles of each method are shown roughly, 

difficulties and solutions will be discussed in more detail below. 

2.1 Trajectory planning method 

Trajectory planning method, one of the traditional computer animation synthesis methods. It can be 

considered as trajectory optimization or spatio-temporal optimization [46]. By building an algorithm, 

adding a constraint function, the animation synthesis is transformed into a simple trajectory 

optimization problem to generate dynamic stable, realistic character animation. But some simple 

algorithms are based on a process approach, which can cause the resulting motion to look unnatural 

in real life situations [47]. In addition to the movement is not reasonable, based on optimization-based 

planning [48-49] or tree-based search [50], the complexity of this algorithm and run time may be very 

high. 

 

Fig. 1 Trajectory 

As a rare animation production method at that time, when the problem of trajectory optimization 

method appears, it will promote the development of computer animation industry. Yamane et Al. [51] 

use motion planning algorithms to overcome the unnaturalness caused by process-based Algorithms. 

In order to avoid the problems of complex function, large computation and time-consuming in 

optimization model, the researchers try to divide the continuous motion and optimize the single 

motion segment, which reduces the complexity of the function [6]. In the same way, the human body 

model can be simplified to reduce the need to optimize the object, also plays a role in simplifying the 

function [7]. Some researchers [8] have proposed that collision free trajectories satisfying all these 

constraints can be calculated by calculating the Dynamic equilibrium and stable trajectories of 
discrete contact configurations, using a multi-phase optimization strategy based on decoupling 

planners. In recent years, a new interactive Motion Planning Algorithm [52] has been developed, 

which uses a three-phase optimization method to ensure a collision-free, smooth, and dynamic 

constrained animation for a discrete contact configuration sequence. This method can directly 

calculate the dynamic balance and natural-looking motion at interactive frame rate, and can keep a 

high rate. 

In general, trajectory planning method is simple in principle, high in feasibility, compared with other 

methods, do not need to set too many constraints. However, after many times of optimization, there 

are still deficiencies in the naturalness of motion. But with the advent of new technology, this little 

problem is sure to be solved. 

2.2 Dynamic constrained optimization control method 

 

Fig. 2 [8] Low dimensional path editing 
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The dynamic constrained optimal control method, which is based on the optimal control theory, is a 

character animation synthesis method. It can also be regarded as a derivative of the trajectory planning 

method; the problem of character animation is transformed into the problem of space-time 

optimization. The basic principle of constrained optimization control method is very similar to the 
improvement of trajectory optimization method proposed by Cohen [6], which is to try to optimize 

the animation of a long sequence by segments. Because of the close relationship with the trajectory 

planning method, the dynamic constrained optimization control method is also faced with the 

situation that the role model is not easy to control, so it is very difficult to solve the optimization 

model in real time. In addition, the constraint model has many variables and strong nonlinearity, so 

it is difficult to input and solve the parameters. 

 

Fig. 3 [11] Keeping running 

For the difficulty of the dynamic constrained optimization control method, the common solution is to 

set up a reference motion model and adjust the constraint conditions according to the demand. 

Generally, there are two kinds of motion reference model, role posture reference method and role 

motion reference method. When the character posture is used as the initial value of optimization, the 

researchers track the balance posture of the human body [9], optimize the joint force distance, and 

make the character feedback real-time to the outside disturbance and keep the balance. You can also 
choose to use momentum feedback controllers to keep the roles balanced. The reference motion of 

the role motion reference method is a motion capture segment. By getting the motion of the center of 

mass and the leg as a reference, an interactive human motion can be obtained by using the weighted 

optimization method [10]. Or using the motion of the trajectory tracking phase to compare with the 

current reference motion [11], select the most similar as the target, and generate the human motion 

animation. The Model Predictive Control (MPC) proposed by Daniel et Al. uses a set of hierarchical 

simplified models that concentrate computational resources for the near future when synthesizing 

[53]. Even after the reference motion is used as the initial value of the constrained optimization 

control method, the problem that a large number of control items and motion tracking items are 

included in the optimization objective function cannot be solved easily, there are often conflicting 
objective functions, so it if useful to classify the priority of the objective function and prioritize the 

higher-priority function in the operation [8].  

The dynamic constraint control method can calculate the force distance of the joint in real time, adjust 

the position of the center of Mass and control the constraint of multiple objects, which makes it more 

robust than the trajectory planning method, this method solves the problem that the character 

animation cannot be controlled in real time and has a large amount of optimization computation. 

2.3 Low dimensional physical model method 

The In the first two mentioned animation compositing methods, the user needs to enter a target 

function, a constraint function, and a number of high-level control parameters, require the user to 
provide an extended set of motions [54]. It takes a lot of time and effort to build such a large data set, 

which is very difficult for non-computer professional art designers to use. Low-dimensional physical 

model method deals with these complex high-dimensional data by dimensionality reduction. This 

method does not simply reduce the dimension of the motion variable, but controls the movement of 

the whole role through the low-dimensional model. Therefore, it is very important to select a suitable 

low-dimensional model to synthesize animation in this method. 
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Some researchers try to use the first-order inverted pendulum to describe the whole motion 

information of the role. The inverted pendulum system can be divided into a first-order, a second-

order and a third-order inverted pendulum according to the number of pendulum rods. The first-order 

inverted pendulum model can reduce the dimension of the role animation, for Balance Control. 
Grochow etc. [15], used a variable scale hidden variable model of the GAUSS process to implement 

a system that could interact in real time. The system can calculate the posture of the human body 

which satisfies these constraints in the low-dimensional space in real time. Wang etc. [16], proposed 

Gaussian process dynamical model (GPDM) on the basis of gauss process hidden variable model, 

which can better reflect the time sequence of human motion than GPLVM [54] because of adding 

dynamic process in the low-dimensional space. 

Through the use of low-dimensional motion model, only the role of the overall balance of motion 

information, for how to obtain natural and realistic human motion, but also need researchers with 

other methods to synthesize. The low-dimensional physical model improves the ability of role balance 

control, has good robustness, can easily pre-calculate control strategy, and avoid low-quality posture. 

The new low-dimensional model [15-16, 54] breaks through the limitation that the low-dimensional 

physical model method can only synthesize simple animation, and expands the scope of application. 

2.4 Finite state machine controller method 

The finite state machine (FSM) controller method is an optimization of the traditional controller 

method. After obtaining one input, the FSM will change from the current state to another state, or 

remain in the current state. So, FSM control can be viewed as a transition between a finite number of 

state machines. The periodic motion of the character animation is realized by adding a controller to 

the joint. Unlike other animation synthesis methods, the control unit of the FSM controller is located 

in each joint, so it is only responsible for each individual joint when calculating the force distance, 
without considering the position of the character in the whole space. In practical application, the FSM 

controller may be difficult to set up in the face of complex joint motion. The change of the 

environment variable will also bring the problem of the decrease of the controller’s fidelity.  

 

Fig. 4 FSM controller 

It is difficult to design complex motion of finite state machine (FSM) controller [21-23], the main 

reason is that the parameters of FSM controller need to be set by experienced researchers, there are 

currently a number of motor skills that can be implemented by a character, but few studies have been 

done to combine these existing control strategies to achieve complex movements [55-56]. 
SIMBICON controller is one of the few compositing controllers. The generated character animation 

has high robustness [24, 57]. Petros et Al. [58] proposed a physics-based composite controller for 

character animation. They designed a framework to combine professional controllers into a 

convenient dynamic characteristic control system. The system can respond to external disturbances 

or drops in any direction, and the ability to automatically balance character animation when controlled. 

And the controller stores the control knowledge collected from various literatures and can give 

feedback on whether the target state can be achieved or not. 

Most of the theoretical basis of the traditional controller method comes from the research of the robot, 

lack of information from the biomechanics literature, and little effort is made to realize the high-

fidelity motion model. Therefore, the role of the Synthesis of animation there are mechanical action, 

stiffness and other problems [59]. Therefore, the finite state machine control method needs to modify 

the parameters of the controller [26] according to the law of biomechanics in order to obtain the 

human motion with high fidelity.  
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The controller of finite state machine realizes the animation with high robustness by setting a 

controller for each shutdown. The calculation of the analytic force distance makes this method the 

most efficient animation synthesis method. However, due to the nature of FSM, FSM controllers can 

only generate periodically varying roles. In the future, the combination of controller and motion 

capture data will greatly improve the effect of animation synthesis. 

2.5 Data-driven method 

Data-driven method has always been the cornerstone of character animation composition [60], and 

motion capture is the most widely used data source in data-driven method, which can generate real 
and natural character animation. After calculating the joint force distance, the character animation 

tracks the motion and captures the data, which can respond to the environment change and the 

disturbance. When using the data-driven method, if only by accessing the motion database [26-29], 

the role model may not match the motion capture data in the database, but the huge amount of 

equipment and environmental costs involved in collecting motion data on their own keep most people 

away. 

 

Fig. 5 [3] Motion Capture  

DReCon [3], a collaboration between McGill University and UBISOFT, uses an unstructured motion 

capture database to synthesize human motion that follows user specified control changes in real-time, 

the Motion Controller finds the best animation clip to play from the features of the animation and 

user input, and uses reinforcement learning to find an appropriate feedback strategy. Angjoo et Al. 

[60] propose a data collection system based on gesture estimation and deep reinforcement learning 

from video, in which imperfect movements can be repaired to compensate for missing frames. This 

method can improve the quality of character animation. Through motion reconstruction, the 

animation character can simulate the action better. 

The data-driven method captures the data by tracking the motion, thus improving the authenticity of 

the character animation. The generated animation has the characteristics of robustness and nature. 

The method proposed by Angjoo et Al. [60] greatly increases the flexibility of the data-driven method 

in generating animation, strengthens the ability of the method to deal with the environment variables, 
and reduces the cost to a certain extent, at the same time, the application range of data-driven method 

is improved. 

2.6 Dynamic filtration 

Kinematics filtering is a method of searching in the database based on the constraint function and the 
attitude of the target given by the user, synthesizing the qualified fragments to generate a character 

animation, different segments are connected by splicing, interpolation, etc... But the subtle differences 

between segments, even the most sophisticated kinetic methods cannot avoid the unnatural 

movements between segments, coupled with human familiarity with their own movements, the 

transition to kinematic filtering is often not natural enough. The size of the database will also affect 

the use of kinematic filtering. When the database is too large, although more symbolic fragments can 

be found, long-term retrieval will reduce the efficiency of animation synthesis, and when the database 

is too small, difficult to match the appropriate fragments, and will cause animation distortion. 

Based on motion capture data, a new character [31] animation is obtained by using dynamic 

constraints according to the new constraints and user interaction control [32]. Motion Capture [33] 

data can also be used to generate the human body in the external force of the fall action, no external 

interference, human motion tracking database of motion segments; A motion controller is used to 

drive the human body as close as possible to the next selected motion segment. 
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Compared with the data-driven method, the dynamic filtering method is more like an off-line 

computing method, searching through an existing database and generating animation. With the 

development of computer animation technology, the cost reduction of the data-driven method will 

have an impact on the dynamic filtering method. 

2.7 Statistical model method 

The idea of the statistical model method is very similar to that of the low-dimensional physical model 

method, in which the dimension of the motion model is reduced to facilitate the editing of the motion, 

but the statistical model method can also use the motion capture data to reconstruct the high-
dimensional motion of the character through the dynamic method after the character has been edited 

in the low-dimensional space. The core of all dimension reduction methods is to improve the 

efficiency of animation by reducing the complexity of the problem, so the selection of dimension 

reduction model is very important. 

Compared to other dimensionality reduction methods, the Gauss process is a good choice [34-36], it 

can simulate the character movement well, can respond to the outside interference in real time, it can 

also be combined with the probability model of human body motion to generate the whole-body 

motion. 

The statistical model method can reduce the computational load of animation synthesis and improve 
the efficiency of animation synthesis by using the reduced dimension model. Compared with the 

reduced-dimensional physical model, the dynamic method can also be used to restore the high-

dimensional motion of the role, which has better practicability 

2.8 Methods comparison and evaluation 

Table 2. Method Performance Comparison 

Methods 
(” ↑” stands for high,”—” stands for middle,” ↓” stands for low) 

Time efficiency Robustness Controllability Natural 

Trajectory planning Off-line ↓ ↓ — 

Dynamic constrained optimization 
control 

— ↓ ↑ ↓ 

Low dimensional physical model ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ 

Finite 

state 
machine controller 

↓ ↑ — ↓ 

Data 
driven 

Depending on implementation ↑ ↓ ↑ 

Dynamic filtration Off-line ↓ ↑ ↑ 

Statistical model ↓ ↑ — ↑ 

 

In recent years, physics-based character animation synthesis has been a research hotspot of computer 

animation, and various optimization methods have emerged one after another, which brings a great 

choice for character animation synthesis. Users can use it according to their own purposes, select the 

most suitable method to complete the animation synthesis. The method of character animation is 

usually evaluated from four aspects: efficiency, robustness, naturalness and controllability. In view 

of the advantages and disadvantages of the above methods, as well as the detailed introduction, seven 

methods are synthesized in Table 2. 

3. Summary of Research and Outlook 

Physics based character animation has been at the heart of computer animation research for decades, 

and the goal of all researchers is to create characters that move as freely as live actors, such a role can 

execute the movement autonomously in any environment, and the user only needs to input the task. 

For Character Animation, even simple walking, climbing, need a lot of constraint functions to achieve, 

the role also faces the environment variables, to maintain body balance. Through the continuous 
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efforts of research, the method of character animation based on physics has achieved a lot, but it is 

not common in industrial application because of the shortcomings of each method. In recent years, 

with the rapid development of artificial intelligence technology and Motion Capture, physics-based 

character animation has been greatly developed, and the former shortcomings are being made up, it 

is believed that it will play an important role in promoting the industrialization of methods. 

3.1 Difficulties and solutions 

Next, the article will analyze the difficulties of character animation, and summarize the current 

technology. 

3.1.1 Controllability. 

In Character animation is a nonlinear system controlled by joint force distance and environment 

variables. A large number of constraint functions and very large degrees of freedom of the joints, so 

that the role of the control is very difficult. 

To control the character, the relationship between the character and the ground should be considered 

firstly, and the balance between the contact force on the ground and the joint force distance should 

be kept. There are generally three possible solutions to this problem. 1) Virtual Force model. [37] In 

this model, the ground contact force is transformed into the centroid coordinate system by Jacobi 

Matrix, and the motion balance is controlled at the same time. 2) Cullen friction cone model [38]. In 

this model, the ground contact force can be confined in an inverted cone. The contact force is different 

from the joint constraint, which is a one-way constraint. 3) Punishment law [39]. The method allows 

the object to be slightly punctured, and a repulsive force is applied by the spring model. This method 

is simple to operate, but due to its poor robustness, in the strict sense, does not have real physical 

properties. 

The core of controlling a character is controlling the joints of the character. By adding a controller in 

the joint space, the joint force distance is calculated according to the initial value and the target state. 

However, this method only sets low-dimensional parameters such as joints, and cannot modify high-

level functions accurately, so it has great limitations for users. The best way to control the interaction 

of high-level functions is to control the parameters in the task space. The optimal control method uses 
multi-objective model to calculate the joint force distance. high-level control items can be added to 

the function to increase the controllability of high-level parameters and facilitate interaction [10]. 

Such as interactive control step length, jump height, leg swing range. Or generate the character’s 

balanced walking and standing movement based on a given footprint. But because the objective 

function of this method contains all kinds of control items, it is easy to have the phenomenon of 

mutual influence and even conflict between the objective items, so the robustness of this method is 

poor. 

3.1.2 Equilibrium control. 

Balance Control is the basic requirement of character animation, but because the character based on 
physics is a multi-rigid-body system, the system is very unstable, so how to keep character balance 

is a very important problem in animation synthesis. 

For standing still character animation, the common method is to control the location of the center of 

mass. For character animation in motion, the automatic balancing devices currently used have greatly 

simplified the tedious steps that were once controlled by manually adjusting key frames, controlling 
the movement of the center of mass in the process of motion by error learning. Others [40] use the 

relative positions of the center of mass and the center of pressure as reference objects to track the 

motion data in space, which further maintains the robustness of the algorithm. 

By comparison, these indirect control methods, such as controlling the relative position of centroid 

and feedback error, are not the best methods to control the role balance. A low dimensional physical 
model, such as a first order inverted pendulum, is the most efficient way to directly describe the 

change in the center of mass. 
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3.1.3 Natural Fidelity 

The basic requirement for Fidelity in character animation is first to conform to the biomechanics 

principle and the basic rules of motion, and then to be similar to the motion of real creatures. 

In the early period of motion data capture technology, most of the methods will give up the quality 

of animation in order to satisfy the basic biomechanics. But in recent years, with the development of 

motion capture technology and the extensive use of motion capture databases, more and more 

researchers have ensured the natural fidelity of characters by making character animation similar to 

motion capture data, at the same time, the data drive is used to ensure the authenticity while tracking 

the fishing hole capture data, which increases the fidelity. 

3.2 Facing problems and future development 

The physics-based character animation has made great progress in the past ten years. Although the 

method is almost mature, the use of motion editing in game animation and special effects is still 

dominant, and in practical applications, compared with traditional motion editing, this method is 

faced with the problems of high difficulty in implementation, poor manipulation and not being able 

to achieve better visual effect, the physics-based character animation meets the high request in the 

movement authenticity, but the character animation is not the simple skeleton movement, therefore 

in the following has many questions to wait for this researcher to solve. 

3.2.1 Simplified motion control method 

Physics-based character animation has been able to control the motion state effectively, but it needs 

to use very complex functions when it involves high-level parameters and external interference [41], 

and easy to appear the phenomenon of variable conflict. And in the future the demand for interactive 

character animation will be more and more large, interactive response time and controllability is 

particularly important. So, to solve these problems, researchers first need to develop a new functional 

analysis scheme, optimize the control method of high-level variables, and improve the efficiency of 

the method, at the same time, the method of controller should be added to meet the needs of the 

external environment variables. 

3.2.2 Multi-method fusion 

Physics-based character animation synthesis is already a comprehensive field integrating multi-

disciplines and multi-technologies, the existing methods have their own unique advantages and 

disadvantages, compared with the development of new synthetic methods, the integration of methods 

can bring more convenience to users in the short term. Single solution can only accomplish certain 

problems, in the future research, researchers should focus on the integration of the existing technology, 

select its essence, discard its dross, make full use of the advantages of each program. Take computer 

animation as the core, make full use of the advantages of technology fusion, improve the feasibility 

of physics-based character animation. 

3.2.3 Intelligent learning 

The integration of artificial intelligence and character animation will be an inevitable trend in the 

future, the recently introduced animation synthesis methods will almost involve the deep 

reinforcement learning part, the data-driven fusion is a good example. By improving the intelligent 

learning ability of the animation synthesis method, the method can correct the unnatural actions and 

segments independently in the synthesis process, greatly increasing the convenience of use, and also 

reducing the production cost of the animation. The researcher must aim at each method insufficiency, 

has the condition application artificial intelligence, through the reinforcement learning correction 

method unreasonable place. If the technology is mature, try to realize the animation synthesis method 

which creates characters that move as freely as live actors. 

3.3 Summary 

As an important research content in the field of computer animation, character animation has been 

constantly upgraded and improved. The purpose of the model being produced dictates the technique 
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used to create it, with the current game animation, special effects, medicine and other fields for the 

animation of the continuous improvement of the authenticity of the requirements, character animation 

will be driven, and continue to develop. There will be more and more areas to use character animation 

to solve the problem, so the goal of computer animation is to produce realistic, dynamic animation.  

Based on the introduction of the development of character animation in recent years, the advantages 

and disadvantages of each method are compared. And combined with the actual application, it puts 

forward some feasible development directions, and makes a guess at the problems that character 

animation will face, hoping that the solution of these problems can promote the development of 

character animation, so that the role of animation in more areas to be promoted and applied. 
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